BOING!

Kayal bounced her ball a little too high. No one in the park could catch it.
The ball bounced past ONE busy drain cleaner. He was too busy to catch it.
The ball bounced past TWO wobbly tea sellers.  
They were too wobbly to catch it.
The ball bounced past THREE confused security guards. They were too confused to catch it.
The ball bounced past FOUR excited sweepers.
They were too excited to catch it.
The ball bounced past FIVE sweaty gardeners.
They were too sweaty to catch it.
The ball bounced past SIX tired joggers. They were too tired to catch it.
The ball bounced past SEVEN talkative flower sellers.
They were too talkative to catch it.
The ball bounced past EIGHT frightened electricians.
They were too frightened to catch it.
The ball bounced past NINE relaxed papadum makers. They were too relaxed to catch it.
The ball bounced past TEN surprised painters. They were too surprised to catch it.
BOING!
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**Bounce!**

(English)

Kayal bounces her ball a little too high. Meet different people in the neighborhood who try to help Kayal catch the ball in this counting book.

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.